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On the Cover:
Ellsworth County EMS serves a population of 6,330 in a county that is approximately 723 square miles. They run about 700 calls a year. Learn more about Ellsworth County EMS in our service spotlight article on page 17.
Photo by Jon Friesen

Peer Review and Your Comments
We strive to publish the best KEMSA Chronicle possible for each issue. In order to do this, we have a peer review process in place to review submitted articles for quality and accuracy. Peer review members include: members of the editorial committee as well as Chris Harris and Marvin VanBlaricon. This magazine is dedicated to professional emergency medical education. Information on activities within the Kansas Emergency Medical Services Association is provided for our members and the public. To provide comments or to find out more about the Chronicle, contact the editor, Mary Napier, at mary@kemsa.org.